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Abstract : The results of an experiment where a lOKHz, VO4 Lightniilg Flash Counter
(LFC) and a IOKHz, V10 LFC were operated together- for one year from the 1st
July 1981 to the 30th June 1982 are d~scussedin the l~ghtof a prevlous exper~ment
described in the J. Natn. Scl. Coun. Sri Lanka, 1981 9(2) : 229-249, where a 500Hz.
V03 LFC and a 1OKH-c. V04 LFC were operated together for one year from the
M a c h 1979 to the 29th Febrcary 1980.
The two experiments taken together suggest that lightning in the tropics may hqve
two important characteristics, whch have not begn reported earlier:
(a) the proportion of cloud to ground flash first return strokes, carrying high peak
currents may be appreciably lower in the tropics than m temperate latitudes.

(bl intrr?-cloud lightning flashes seem to contain much stronger and sharper current
pulses than hitherto suspected.
F ~ r t h e rpoints of local interest that come out of the two experiments are that the
cloud to ground flash lightning density, Ng, in km2 per year ILI the regon round
Colombo For ths year 1st March 1979 to the 29th February 1980 was about 6.5, whereas
for the year 1st July 1981 to the 30th June 1982, it was about 4.5, and the ratio Nc!Ne
of intra-cloud lightlung flashes to cloud to ground lightmng flashes for the correspond ~ n gyears were abcut 8.5 and 9.5 respect~vely.

1. Introduction
In a previous paper,6 the counting efficiency for ground flashes of lightning, as a
function of distance, for a 500Hz,V 0 3 Lightning Flash Counter LFC and a IOKHz,
V 0 4 LFC respectively war deduced from rn5arurements in Colombo, Sri Lanka.
t., T.?

An important feature of this experiment was that all the counts registered hy.the
two counte~sfor a whole year from the 1st March 1979 to the 29th February 1980
were taken into account in the analysis. The counts were taken at three-hourly
intervals and a team of 27 aural observers stationed at locations scattered over the
island of Sri Lanka were used to obtain reports of thunder (T) occurring at these locations for each three-hour counting period, day and night, throughout the year.
The closest stations (CS), reporting 'I' during each three-hour period was determined
and the analysis was made on the counts registered per three-hour period in terns
of the CS reporting T during that period. The counting efficiencies of the LFC's
as a function of distance were deduced from this analysis.

The counting efficiency of a VO4 LFC for ground flashes as a function of distance
was also determined at Uppsala, Sweden by Cooray5 in 1982, where a gated wideband magnetic direction finder system for lightning return strokes, designed by
Krider et a17 was used to determine the location and amplitude of a good sample
of ground flashes wb.ich would register a count on a V04 in coincidence with the
signal recorded on the lightning loc~tionsystem (LLS).
The efficiency curves obtained by the two methods in Colombo and Uppsala respectively, differed. The differen~ceis shown in Figure 1.
An experiment similar to the one described in paper6 was performed in Colombo,
over the period 1st July 1981 to the 30th June 1982, where a lOKHz, V10 LFC was
operated together with a lOKHz, VOI LFC. The V10, which will be described in
the next section, has characteristics similar to the RSA 10, lOKHz Anderson counter.1
From the result of th.e experiment described in paper,6 ths performance of the
VlO in this experiment coald be predicted and checked with the data obtained.
Further, this experiment provided a further year's counting data with the VOI from
which the validity of the efficiency curve for that counter, obtained in the previous
experiment6 could be checked.
A number of assumptions were made in the analysis of the data of the previous
experiment, presented in paper,6 which were based on qualitative Meteorological
observational data provided by the Department of Meteorology, Sri Lanka and
from personal experience of thunderstorms in Sli La&.
For example, it was
assumed that thunderstorms would move an average distance of 45km toward or
away from Colombo during a three-hour counting period. It was also assumed
that thunderstorms in Sri Lanka are not of the fiontal type, but that they ale thermal
and wind confluence storms, which >re generated more or less in isolated areas, more
often than not near th.e foot hills of the cential mountain mass in Sri Lanka at a distance of about 60km inland from Colombo. Such storms move along relatively
narrow fronts. Also it was assumed, largely from personal experience, that an aural
observer of T would on an average record T if the lightning flash occurred within a
distance of l0km from him. Small departures from the strict accuracy of these assumptions do not affect the conclusions reached significantly.
One assumption made was that when Colombo was the CS reporting T, the
average distance, d km, of the closest approach of the storm to the counters was
6. 67 km. This is the average distance of a point within a circIe of lOkm radius.
However, the annual number of ground flashes within a radius of 1 0 L h from the
counters, N, say, and the ratio, NJN,, of the number of intra-cloud flashes, Nc,
which trigger the counters, and N, deduced in that e~periment,~
is sensitive to the
choice of d km.
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Counting Efficiency of the 'V04 for ground flash
Figure 1. The diiiTrence in the co~ntingeffitiency curves for groxnd flakins ?%ainx! Yor a V&j
Lightning flash cmnter in Colombo- and in Uppala. .

Using the coun~tingdata of that experiment,"TabIe I sftows how N, andNC/Ng,
and also the estimates of how many intra-cloud Bashes would have been counted by
each counter over ths year, would vary lor difleient assamed values of d h.
TABLE1 Effect of the different assumed values of km on deductions
Assumed Deduced
d km
Ng

Values

Cloud flashes counted

Nc/Ng

V03

V04

1.9
2.3
2.7
3.2
4
5
6.5
8
8.5
14
36.5

12524
13160
13795
14432
15075
15715
16361
16764
17002
17644
18286

11538
12132
12723
13322
13920
14519
15124
15524
15721
16301
16932

.-

It is worthwhile noticing that whatever value is assumed for d km, the V03 is
estimated to count only about 8 percent more intra-cloud flashes than the V04.
Using the arguments presented in paper,6 these results emphasize the presence of
strong and sharp current bursts in jntra-cloud flashes, much sharper than mentioned
in the review paper by Brook and O g a ~ a . ~
2. The V10 Lightning Flash Counter

Like the V03 and the V 0 4 described in the paper: the V10 was also designed by
E. Pisler of the Institute for High Voltage Research, Uppsala.
The V10 was designed to give almost th.e same performance characteristics as the
Anderson RSA 10 c0unter.l The great advantage of the Pisler counters is that
all three of them, the V03, the V04 and theV10 use the identical vertical antenna.
Like the V04, theVlO has its maximum sensitivity at lOKHz, and its frequency response pattein closely foIlows that of the V04. The only difference is that the threshold counting voltage amplitude at 10 KHz of the V10 is 42.45 Volt whereas that
of the V04 Is 15.1 Volt.

3. The expected counting patterns of a V10 and V 0 4 when operated together
From the countilig efficiency curves for the V04 for ground flashes shown in figure
it is easy to deduce what the corresponding curves for the V10 should be. The
10, like the V04, will count ground flashes through the radiation field6 which could
be taken to drop off in inverse proportion to the distance. The counting efficiency
cprves for ground flashes for the V10 should then be obtained from the curves for the
V04, merely by reducing the distance D km on the abscisssa by a factor 15.1142.5.
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This is shown in Figure 2, where for ease of caIcu~ationwithoutaltzring the results
significantly, the efficiency culve for the W0 fa Colombo has been taken to be 1
up to 5.25 km instead of 5.36 km, the elbow of the curve where the efficiency is 0.1
has been placed at 15 km instead of at 16.36 b,
and the maximum D value of the
curve at 30 km instead of at 28. 46km.
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Figure 2. The expected counting efficiency curves for ground flashes of a VlOlightning flash
counter for Colombo md Uppsala.

The Uppsala curve appears to be consistent with the counting efficiency curve
deduced by Anderson and his group in South Africa for the RSA 10 c o ~ n t e r . ~
Thus there is a discrepancy in the counting efficiency curve deduced fron the counting
data obtained in Colombo in the tropics, and from experiments performed in
temperate zone regions. A test of the accuracy of the Colombo data is given in
the expcriment described in the next section.
According to the information presently available about intra--cloud lightning
which was summarised by Brook and Ogawa4, the counters can only be triggered
by intra-cloud flashes by positive ramp type voltage pulses with a rise time of t,ps
and a voltage amplitude of V volt, produczd by fast csrrent pulses which exist in
intra-cloud lightning strokes. The counting patterns obtained for a V03 and a V04
when operated together were explained on this b a s k 6 The V03 is more sensitive
to these ramp type electro-statlc field changes than the V04. However the difference
In sencitivity becomes less and as the rise time, t,,,ps, becomes smaller and smaller.
It was found6 thst the V03 counts only about 8 percent more intra-cloud flashes
than the VO4, indicating that the range of the V 0 3 to intra-cloud flashes occurring
in the Colombo region of Sri Lanka is only slightly more than the range of the
V04. It was argued6 that there had to bz current pulses in intra-cloud flashes
which discharged quantities of electricity of the order of 2C in times of at most
200ps, preferably less.
In the V10 counter, since its counting threshold is about three times higher than
that of the V04, for the same rise time, t,,us, it will need a higher voltage amplitude Y
lo be triggered than the V04. The triggering voltage amplitudes, V, of ramp
pulses with different rise times, t,ps, for the V04 and VlO are given in Table 2.
TABLE2. Triggerhg voltages of the counteis for different tm,U~*

tmps

Triggering

.

V volt

A positive ramp electrostatic pulse of this type is only expected from an
intra-cloud discharge, if the discharge is within the neutral point distance, D,,
defi~ledin the paper.6 Evidence was presented in that paper that D, is not more
than 10 km. Also: it was shown that the range of the V04, for counting
intra-cloud flashes, should be in the region of 9 I;m. . .
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In the subsequent analysis, a representative picture will be used, where it will be
considered that a V04 LFC will count all intra-cloud flashes within a range of 9 km.
Also, a simplified picture, considered to be appropriate in the tropics, that an
intra-cloud flash, on an average, will neutralise a representative vertic8.1 electrical
dipole with a negative charge pocket at an altitude of 5 krn and a positive
charge pocket at an altitude of 10 km ill be used. A similar simplified picture
was used in the analysis of the previous exp~riment.~On this picture, if the range
of th.e V04 for counting intra-cloud flashes is taken as 9 km, then the range of the
V10 for counting intra-cloud flashes works out to be about 7.5 km.
If the same value of NJN, of 8.5 deduced in thn, analysis presented in the paper6
is used, and also the same arguments and assumptions presented in that paper6
are utilised, from t'7.e expected counting efficiency culve of the V10 for Colombo,
shown in Figure 2, ~t is easy to deduce the ratio of counts V04/V10, averaged for
various types of thm~derstormsoccurring over an year, for different assumed values
of d lcm, the distance of neatest approach of the thunderstorm to the counters. If
d is wlthin 10 km, theil on the assuinptions made, thunder should be heard distinctly
at the site of the counters and the CS would be 1. Table 3 shows the results of
such an analysis.
TABLE3 Expected ratios V04/V10 for
d~fferentassumed values of d km.
d km

V04jVI 0

CS

4. Experimental details
Essentially, the same expsriment, as described in the paper6, was repeated with a
V10 LFC replacii~gthe V03 LFC.
The data were collected over a con.tinuous period of one year from the
1st July 1981 to the 30th June 1982. A different set of aural observers of T was used.
T11e1e were more observers located closer to Colombo. The more d~stantobservers
were dispensed with. Many of the aural objervers of T used in the earlier experiment,6 were not available for this experiment.
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The locations of the aural obselvers of T in this experiment are shown in Figure 3.
It should be noted that the numbe~sassigned to the observing stations in this
experiment do not correspond to the station numbers given in the previous experirnepL6
Only stations 1,2 and 3 of this experiment correspond to stations 1,2 and 3 of
the previous experiment. Also stations 5 and 7 of this experiment are the same
as stations 4 and 5, respectively, of the previous experiment. In both experiments,
station 1 is Colombo, where the counters were sited.
5. The Experimental Data
The counting data were analysed on a three-hourly basis in the same manner as the
counting and T data were analysed in the previous experiment6 The resdts of
this analysis are given in a comprehensive manner in Table 4.
TABLE
4. Counting data of the present experiment

Number Number
distance of three- of threehour
hour
Station
km
number Effective periods periods
reporting station
T
CS

Total count%
for the year
when CS

Average counts
per three-hour
Ratio
period when CS V04,V10

-pp--p.-p

V04

V10

V04

V10

Column 7
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Fipre 3. The location of the aural observers of thunder

During the 186 three-hourly counting periods when the CS was 1: taking all counts
into account, the ratio of V04/VlO is seen to turn out to be 5.7. Table 5 shows how
this ratio changes for different three-hourly counting levels of the VIO when the CS
was still 1.
TABLE5. Counting ratios V04/VIO obtained for different cour!ting
levels of the V10
-.
Counting
level of the Number of
Total
Ratio
V10 pei
three-hour
counts
on
the V04
V04lV10
three-hour
periods
period

Ct"h"e":"ly

The higher the counting level of th: V10, on an average, the closer should the
thunderstorm have approached the counters. The experimental values of TabIe 5,
should be compared with the predicted values of the ratio given in Table 3, for different values of d km. The choice of d - 6.67 l a taken in the paper6, appears to be
satisfactory. See also, the last paragraph of this section.
An important test of consistency between the two Sri Lanka experiments, is to
compare the way in which the averags counts per period of the V04 reduces with
the distance of the CS reporting T in the two experiments.
As in the previous experiment,6 it will be assumed that when the C!S is not 1, then
all the counts are due to ground flashes. Compare column 7 of table 4 of this paper
with column 9 of table 1 of the paper.6 It will be seen that in the present investigation, the average counts per three-houi period on the V04 when the CS is 2 is 41.9,
whereas the corresponding figure in the previous experiment was 30.8, Station 2
was the same in both experiments, at an effective distance of 11.6 km. Jt should
be remembered that in the previous experiment, station 2 was used as the standardising station in drawing the curves figures 3(a) and 3(b) of the paper.6 In this
experiment too, the results will be standardised to the counting level at station 2 in
the previous experiment. This has been done in column 10 of table 4 of this paper,
where the figures in column 7 of the same table have been multiplied by a factor
3.08J41.9.
. . , ,.
.
.
.
. .
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Figure 4 of this paper is merely figure 3(b) of the paper6 leproduced, with the
standardised counting rates of this experiment, shown in column 10 of table 4, superposed. There is no doubt that the results of the two experiments are compatible
and this experiment gives added support to the counting efficiency culve for ground
flashes for the V04 deduced for lightning in the region of Colombo and shown in
Figure 1.

A glance at column 8 of table 4, will also indicate that the experimental data
supports the expected counting efficiency curves f o the
~ V10 for Colombo as deduced
from the efficiency curves of the V04 deduced fiom the Colombo data, better than
the expected culve deduced from the Uppsala data.

A comparison of N, and N,/N, as deduced from the two Sri Lanka experiments
is also instructive. In the first experiment, where the counters were operated from
the 1st March 1979 to the 29th February 1980, it was deduced6 that NC& was
of the order of 8.5 and that N, was about 6,. per kmz per year. (An error in the
paper where this figure has been printed as 0.65 is regretted).
In the experiment described in this paper, where the counters were operated from
the 1st July 1981 to the 30th June 1982, using the V04 counting data and the same
reasoning as before, it can be deduced that N,/N, is about 9.5 and N, about 4.5
per km2 p3r year. Variations in thunderstorm activity from year to year are to be
expected. The N, figu~esare comparable with those obtained by Andersbp et a12
in Pretorir?, South Africa but the Nc/Ng figures for Colombo are much higher, the
South African estimates being about 2.5. For a meaningful figure of Nc/Ng and
N, in a given locality, an average over a large number of years should be taken.
It has been suggested 2 that, at least, an average over a 11 year sunspot cycle
should be used.
Another point of interest is that the ratio Nc/Ng also need not remain the same
from year to year. If the Nc/N, value of'9.5 obtained from the V04 counts in this
experiment is used to compute the expected counting ratio V04/V10 for various
assumed values of d km,instead of the value 8.5 obtained from the couats obtained
in the previous experiment 6, the expected ratios V04/V10 shown in Table 3 will
increase. For example for d = 7km, V04/V10 would increase from 4.7 to 5.4,
which is closer to the experimental value of 5.7.

Effective Distance. D km, of the CS

0,
represents the standardised ~ a t e sfrom this experiment,
The curye and the points marked X, are the same as the curve and points of figure 3@)
of paper.6
Figure 4. The yearly average counts per t h r e h o u r p@od of the VO? for ground flash?, as.a
functlon of the d~stanceof the CS, standardised to the value o b w e d for stat~on2 in
the experiment described in the papers.
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6. Discussion
The results of the experiment described in this paper have been shown to be consistent with those of the previous e~periment.~It is shown that the counting
efficiency curves for g r o ~ ~ nflashes,
d
as a function of distance, obtained for the V04
and V10 counters in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in the tropics, show a difference with
similar curves obtained in Uppsala, Sweden, and in South Africa, which are in
temperate latitudes. The methods employed were quite different.
In the two exp-iiments performed in Sri Lanka, every single c o ~ ~ registered
nt
by
the counters over a period of one year, in each experiment, has been taken into
account in the analysis. But the location of the lightning, which triggers the counters, has been estimated only roughly, using aural reports of thunder from a team
of observers.
In the other determinations, much more sophisticated lightning location systems
have been used, but only selective samples have been used. The South African
group, for example, has used video camera techniques 2 but their observations
have been restricted to samples of night time lightning taken over a period of many
years. Furthermore, their observations were made on a plateau at an altitude of
about 1000 m above sea level. In the Uppsala determination, a Krider type LLS7
has been used to locate the lightning simultaneously with a ~ecordof the field change
produced by it. Whether the counter would have been triggered or not by tlie
observed field change, has been determined by a circuit analysis of the counter. In
this manner, the distribution of field changes obtained as a function of distance,
has been used to estimate the counting efficiency of the V04 at various distances.
From this the efficiency curve for the V10 was deduced and this agreed with the
efficiency curves obtained for the RSA 10 counter by the South African group. This
agreement cannot be ignored and it must be accepted that the efficiency curves given
by these two groups does represent a true picture of that obtained jn temperate
latitudes.
On the other hand, the Sri Lanka results too cannot be ignored, although the
techniques used could almost be classed as belonging to the old string and sealing
wax era, which nevertheless produced excellent insight into what was happening
in many irlstances. The internal consistency of the S r i Lanka data merits that
they be taken seriously.
If the discrepancy in the counting efficiency curves obtained in Colombo, in the
tropics, and in the other stations in temperate latitudes is a true effect, then what
it means physically is that in the tropics, or at least in the region around Colombo,
the propoltion of lightning ground strokes cariying large peak currents, I,, is much
less than in temperate and possibly higher latitudes.
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It was shownGthat the Colombo data is consistent with a minimum I, of about
6.5 kA in first return ground strokes. The counting efficiency curves obtained in
Colombo then indicate that less than 50 percent of lightning first return strokes
would carry an I, > 15 kA, and probably not more than 25 percent would have an
I, > 20 kA. The curves also suggest that not more than about 1 percent would
carry an I, of the o r d e ~of 100 kA.
This distribution is quite different to that given by Berger et a13 for temperate
zone lightning. They estimate that at temperate latitudes, 95 percent of first return
strokes have I, > 14 kA, 50 percent have I, > 30 kA and 5 percent have I, > 80 kA.
The Uppsala and South African counting efficiency curves could more or less be
predicted from the figures given by Berger et al.3
The question that now emerges is whether the I, distribution need be the same in
the tropics as the distribution given by Berger et al3. The author can see no a priori
reason why this should be so. The cloud heights and lightning channels are longer
in the tropics and the Nc/N, ratios are much higher. This is an important question,
not only from the pure physics point of view, but practically, for electrical and telecommunication engineers. No reliable information is available for tropical lightning and engineers tend to use data obtained from literature valid for temperate
zone lightning. As the two experiments described in the paper and this paper
indicate, this data may not be valid for Sri Lanka. It is therefore very necessary
that these investigations be continued in Sri Lanka, using more sophisticated appagatus and techniques.
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